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IN THE SUPREME COURT

BRTWBBN

Dominion Iron and Steel G>mpdny, Limited

4
i

(

Nati ^al Trust G)mpan} , Limited

Plaintiff*

AND

Dominion Coal G>mpany, Limited

Defendant

REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

This cause, involving very large interests, wad tried before to^ „(

me, without a jury, at a special sitting in July and Augusi last. <=»"»*

The trial lasted three weeks. A very great umber of

witnesses were examined on both sides and an enormous mass

of evidence given, including some hundreds of exhibits. I

sliall endeavor to embody all the leading and essential facts in

my findings, in order that, as far as possible, the courts of

review may have before them all the matter necessary to the

determination of the legal issuts without an examination of

this great volume of evidence. For brevity, I shall always

speak of the PlainvifTs as the " Steel Company," and the

Defendants as the "Coal Company."

I. The Dominion Coal Company .vas incorporated by the i, :-„riior»ti(.ii

Legislature of Nova Scotia in 1893 and began operations soon o'Co.\iCo.

after. They acquired a number of coal mines then being

worked in Cape Breton County, south of Sydney Harbor, and

a large number of coal areas in the vicinity.

i. Some years after the Company had been actively at stH*dy

work the leading members or directors of the corporation „,

i

I il
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reached the conclusion that the establishment of large iron

and steel-producing works in the vicinity of their mines would

be advantageous as affording a steady market for their output,

especially in the winter months when shipment of coal to their

chief markets on the St. Lawrence was impossible, and aUo

be profitable as an industrial enterprise.

3. As a consequence, the Dominion Iron and Steel Com-

pany, with a large capital, was organized in 1899, incorporated

bv the Legislature of Nova Scotia, and many of the directors

and kadir^K promoters of the Steel Company were also direc-

tors and large shareholders of the Coal Company.

4. Before entering upon this new enterprise, the coal of

the Dominion Coal Company was carefully analyzed and

found suitable for the manufacture of steel—that is, it con-

tained a sufficiently small percentage of sulphur and ash to

make it conform to the necessary conditions of iron and steel

prcKluction.

5. The Coal Company was at that time operaJng tlie pits

known as Dominion No. i. No. 3, No. 4, and No. 5, on what is

I- immonly known as the Phelan seam. They were also oper-

ating No. Son what is known iS the Harbour Seam. It was

the coal taken from the Phelan seam that possessed the quali-

ties which meet the requirements of iron production.

6. The Steel Company proceeded to erect very large

works at Sydney, at the expenditure of many millions of

dollars, which began to operate in 1901.

7. Before beginning work, the Steel Company entered into

a contract with the Coal Company for a supply of coal tor

carrying on its work, which fixed no limit to this supply if tlie

work expanded, and a low price was agreed upon per ton.

$1.20.

8. The next step was the practical amalgamation of the

two great corporations. The Steel Con- y in effect took a

lease of the Coal Company in U)02. ov . terms of paying a

yearly rental of $1,600,000, and a royalty of 15 cents per ton

on all coal mined exceeding 3.500.000 tons.
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9. This arrangement continued until 1903, wh« a t w
J^'H^ll*"""

determined between the parties that the lease should f-

minate and the Coal Company assume full control of its own

property and, to obtain a release fron. tiiis lease, it paid tlie

Steel Company a substantial sum.

10. A new agreement was entered into between the two Co.^wnu»ct

companies on October «)th, 1903, whereby the Coal Company
"

undertook to furnish the Steel Company with all the coal they

should require for the various branches of their business as

iron and steel producers, at the price of $1.24 per ton, with 4c

per ton for the use of cars. But there was a proviso that the

Steel Companv should not demand more coal than was neces-

sary for the operation of four blast furnaces and the conversion

of this product into various forms of steel manufacture. This

contract is to be in force as long as the Coal Company's leases

from the Government, 1992-2012.

II. It is this contract which is now under consideration I'*"*

and its interpretation in certain clauses is the subject matter

of this suit.

liuis of

rontract

l)escripti'>n

of COkl

12. This contract in its terms makes it clear. I think, that

coal for the operating of an iron and steel plant is the basis of

the bargain. The coal required is designated in the contract

as "freshly mined run-of-mine coal, reasonably free from

stone and shale, from such seams then being worked by the

Coal Company, a- the Steel Company shall designate." It

also provides that after four years the Coal Company may

supply slack coal, if suitable for use in steel making and for

blast furnace coke, and the same clause defines " suitable" in

the following words: "The slack coal so supplied when

properly washed by the Steel Company shall not contain a

l)ercentum of impurities, to wit : ash and sulphur, appreciably

greater than ' . percentum of impurities in the same coal of

run-of-mine grade when crushed and washed in the same

manner."

13. Provision is also made that the Steel Company shall ^;,°«Jf;;;^f^„^,

give three months' notice to the Coal Company of its require-

ments for coal in each month, in order, no douot, that the Coal

Company should have reasonable opportunity to make its



plans for meeting such requirements. It also provides that

in case of material increase in the requirement- a year's notice

should be given of such large increase.

Phelan Seun
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of No. 6
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14. After the contract was signed, the Steel Company,
which was then in active operation, designated the Phelan

seam as the seam from which its coal was to be

taken and obtained its coal under the contract, and

as the operations of the Steel Company became larger,

a greater amount of coal was demanded, and the

regular notices were given of the advance require-

ments and for some time they were met. But, early in 1903,

notices were given of a large increase in 1906, owing to the

operation of a third blast furnace and these demands the Coal

Company found it difficult to meet without curtailing its

sup])ly to other customers who were purchasing coal at more

remunerative prices.

15. When the contract of October 20, 1903, was sip-ned,

the Coal Company was operating its pits, Nos. i, 2, 3, 4 and 3

on the Phelan seam ; No. 7 on the Hub seam, and Nos. 8 and

() on the Harbour scam ; and in 1905, No. 10 on the Emery seam

was opened. In order to meet the increasing demands of the

Steel Company, the Coal Company proceeded to open up

another pit, as they believed, on ihe Phelan seam. It was
located some distance east of the other pits of the Phelan

seam, and on the other side of (jlace Bay Basin, and was called

iDominion No. 6. It began to put out coal about July, 1903,

and some of this was sent to the Steel Company.

Quality of

cual for

steel making

16. All the coal sent to the Steel Company is subjected

every day to analysis by a staflf of chemists, because no coal

can be used for the making of coke, which absorbs more than

70 per cent, of the whole coal consumed in the enterprise,

which .ontains a percentage of sulphur larger than 2.73 in an

unwashed state. This is the limit and constitutes the danger

point. Most of the coal supplieil. after washing, averages from

1.3 to 1.6 per cent, in sulphur. Eminent experts in steel-

making from both Great Britain and the United States, were

railed, and the substance of their evidence, which was verv

full and satisfactory, was that in Creat Britain iron is made
from coke with an average of i per cent, of sulphur, though



there is one iron and steel works which uses coal and coke L.mjuof

running as high as 1.5 per cent, in sulphur. Ihe American

expert said that in the United States, the percentage of sulphur

in the coal and coke was a shade below one. Roth thought

that 1.6 would constitute the danger point, and they explained

very clearly the consequences of a higher percentage of

sulphur wbich would make the production of steel and iron

commercially impossible. Mr. Jones, the manager of the

Steel Company, and Mr. Scott, the chief analyst, fixed the

danger limit in the Sydney works at 2.75 for coal unwashcl.

but most coal sup])'' . was well below this limit.

17. When the coal from No. 6 reached the Steel Works, it

was found bv analysis to contain a much higher degree of

sulphur than could be used for the manufacture of steel, and

it was rejected by the Steel Company, and in many instances

taken back by the Coal Company, and acknowledged by one

of the directors of the Coal Company to be unfit for use by the

Steel Company.

of coal

from No. ti

18. It is tilting that a word should be said also in resi)et .

of the pit known as No. 4. The working in the west side of

this pit produces excellent coal for iron making, but the work-

ing on the east side leads directly towards that part of the

seam in which No. 6 is situate. The geologists who were

examined said that the workings on the west slope of No. 6.

and the workings on the east slope of No. 4. which are now

less than three miles apart, will, if continued, meet, that is,

they are working towards each other. The coal prodiuncj

from this east working of No. 4 '!- =»'>" too liigh in sulphur

for iron-making.

II). .\ long corresjiondence between the managers of the

two companies was put in evidence and also some letters

between directors of the two companies, the |)urport of which

I shall endeavor to summarize as fairly as |)ossible. The

manager of the Steel Company is not infre(|uently notifying

the manager of the Coal Company of the delivery of certain cars

of coal which are not suitable for their work, and not in accot<l-

ance with the contract. These cars were in some instances

taken back by the Coal Company and in others declined on

the ground they came from other pits than No. 6. In .August.

7
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1905, a sort of modus vivendi was agreed to between the two

companies, which may best be found in a letter addressed by

Mr. F. P. Jones (then sales agent, but now general manager

of the Steel Company,) to Mr. Duggan, manager of the Coal

Company, dated August i6th, 1905. He says:

" In order to meet you in every possible way we will

agree without prejudice to any of our rights under the con-

tract, and until further notice, to accept seventy-five tons of

this coal every day, provided you will have it carded No. 6

coal, so that there will be no chance of our getting it mixed

in with the coal we use in our coke ovens and gas producers."

This was agreed to by the Coal Company without preju-

dice to its rights under the contract.

20. It is proper to i)oint out that the Steel Company, in its

operations, has occasion to use coal for purposes apart from

the making of iron and steel. To epitomize the evidence, I

think that the use of coal is distributed as nearly as may be

as follows: Taking 73,000 tons per month a.s the consumption

there would be used in the coke ovens about 55,000 tons. In

the gas producers, for steel making, about 14,000 tons, and

this coal must be as free from sulphur as that used for making

coke. The remaining 6,000 tons would be used for the boilers

and locomotives in the works, the hoisting gear at the loading

piers, the use of steamers engaged in bringing the ore from

Wabana, in the Vabana ore raising and loading, and in

mining the limestone at Marble Mountain. It was for some

of these purposes that the Steel Company proposed to use

\o. 6 Coal.

21. This arrangement continued for some months and the

chief difficulty between the two companies henceforth is the

quantity delivered. The Coal Company in 1905-IQ06, never

quite reached the demand of the Steel Company in point of

quantity, except in the winter months. .According to the

notices given, the Steel Company was to have 80,000 tons per

month in August. September and October. 1906, and this

quantity was not furnished, and the Steel Company were com-

pelled to purchase coal elsewhere at larger figures to efficiently

operate their plant.
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22. At this point an interpretation of the words of the

contract in respect to notices of material increases is necessary.

Section 5 of the contract requires that the Steel Company

shall from time to time, give notice of not less than three

months to the Coal Company of its requirements during any

coming month. This is proved by the evidence and corres-

pondence to have been steadily done, but the contract also

says that if such requirements are at any time materially in

excess of the requirements existing at the time such notices

are given, then the Coal Company shall use due diligence in

preparing to furnish the increased demand, but shall in any

event be prepared to furnish the increased demand " within

twelve months from the date of such notice."

I find that on the 30th March, 1905, the Steel Company

notified the Coal Company that in consequence of putting into

operation a third blast furnace, they would require 80,000 tons

in April, 1906. On the 3rd of April, 1905, Mr. Duggan, for

the Dominion Coal Company, in a communication addressed

to Mr. Cameron, comptroller of the Steel Company, says:

" I beg to acknowledge receipt of your favor of March

30th, advising me that you expect to put a third furnace into

operation towards the close of this year, and notifying us

that you will require 80,000 tons in April, 1906. We shall en-

deavor to meet your increased requirements."

Having given this notice a year m advance 01 their required

requirements, I find that on the 30th of April, 1906, the Steel ""' '•'""»'«''

Company gave notice to the Coal Comjjany that their require-

ments for the montli of August would be 80,000 tons, that on

the 30th of May, they gave notice that their requirements for

September would be 80.000, and on the 2r)th of June they gave

notice that their requirements for the month of October would

be 80,000 tons. The coal actually furnished for August by

the Coal Company was 58,270 tons, for September 50,325

tons, and for October 62,618 tons and the Steel Company was

compelled to purchase over 19,000 tons elsewhere to operate

their works.

The defendant's counsel urge that I should interpret the Interpntaticn
1 • I a 1 1 tiA* ft

words " from the date of such notice," to mean twelve months laiise 5

"fr-
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from ihe date designated in such notice, while the plaintiffs'

counsel co: tend that the true interpretation is twelve months

from the date such notice is received. I adopt this last inter-

pretation, and consequently there is no alternative but for

me to find the Coal Company was in default in its de-

liveries during the months of August, September and October,

1906, and is liable for damages for such loss as the Steel

Company incurred in obtaining coal from other mines at a

larger cost.

23. But this is a very inconsiderable feature of the issue

between the two parties. Under a temporary arrangement

between the Companies, the Steel Company to assist the Coal

Company in meeting the increased demand, had agreed to

accept a portion of the deliveries in slack and banked coal, but

the deliveries being still below requirements and the coal fur-

nished by the Coal Company in October, 1906, becoming daily

more unsatisfactory, on October i8th, 1906, the manager of

the Steel Company, Mr. Jones, sent the following official notice

to the manager of the Coal Company

:

October i8th, 1906.

Messrs. Dominion Coal Co., Ltd.,

Glace Bay, C.B.

Gentlemen,—Since December last, we have been accept-

ing slack coal ard banked coal from you. We did this with-

out prejudice to our rights because of the assurances you gave

us, through your Mr. Wilson, that by so doing you would give

us the quantity of coal we require, notice of which had been

given you by us.

We regret that, notwithstanding our accepting slack and

banked coal, instead of freshly-mined run-of-mine coal from

the Phelan scam, you have not given us the quantity of coal

called for by our notices, and we have been compelled to pur-

chase coal elsewhere.

We now notify you that, after October 31st, we will not

accept from you any coal but freshly-mined run-of-mine coal

from the Phelan seam.

Yours truly.

Dominion Iron & Steel Co., Ltd.,

(Signed) F. P. Jonbs.

General Manager.

10
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2^. On Xovcmber 1st the Coal Company began to deli\ r V^-f^^^\

quantities of coal at the Assembly Yard, with this difference c.ir»

as compared with the former practice. Hitherto each car

delivered had on it a card or label indicating the pit from

which the coal was taken, as No. i, Xo. 3. No. 5, No. 2, No. 4

or No. 6. On November ist all the cars were labelled simply.

"Run-of-Mine, Phclan Seam." The analyst was therefore

compelled to analyze nearly all the coal as it arrivec'., and this

showed that a large proportion of this coal was f-^om No. 6 or

from No. 4, and was so high in sulphur as to be entirely unfit

for the manufacture of iron or steel. Notices were promptly

sent to the manager of the Coal Companv, rejecting the coal,

so excessive in sulphur and ash. It may be remarked here

that the experts indicated that excessive ash was also a serious

factor in coal used for blast furnaces and diminished in a large

degree its economical value in providing a commercial pro-

duct. As matters were now approaching a serious issue, Mr.

Jones gave instructions to the Chief Analyst that all coal

should be rejected which contained sulphur in exess of 4 per

cent. It must be borne in mind that all coal used for

making coke for blast furnace use is washed in the Steel

Company's plant and this process eliminates much impurity

and diminishes the sulphur. Notice was given, however, that

all coal containing an excess of four per cent, sulphur was to

be rejected and notices were accordingly sent from day to day

up to the 9th of November. Mr. Jone=. claimed, in some of

these notices, that the coal received was not reasonably free

from stone and shale. Mr. Duggan, the manager of the Coal

Company, acting doubtless under advice, then sent the follow-

ing letter or notice, which oj)' i up in-clear and distinct terms

the issue between the parties :

—

November nth, 1(906.

Messrs. the Dominion Iron & Steel Company, Ltd..

F. P. Jones, Escj., General .Manager.

Sydney, C.B.:

Dear Sirs,—In cc-^equencc of your peremptory refusal C..al Company

to accept the coal which we have furnished and have been cimt.act

re.. \ and willing to furnish in accordance with the t«rms of

our contract, dated 20th October, i(X)3. t' re is no course left

open to us but to accept the nccesspr., v.onsequence of your

action in this matter. Your conduct in refusing to accept
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delivery of the coal furnished .Tid to be furnished constitutes

a clear repudiation on your part of your obligation under the

contract and renders further performance on our part impossi-

ble. We therefore formally notify you that the contract

mentioned is at an end.

I greatly regret that your repudiation of a contract, the

nature of which has involved the expenditure of millions on

our part, and we cannot understand your disregard not onl>

of our contract rights, but of the large interests necessarily

affected by your action.

You have also violated the contract by not returning our

cars, and by purchasing coal from other parties in violation of

the provisions of the contract.

Our cars in the Assembly Yard, loaded with coal fur-

nished under the contract and rejected by you, we will proceed

at once to remove.

Yours truly,

Dominion Coal Co., L'"'^.,

(.Signed) G. H. Duggan,

2nd Vice-President.

25. This was a notice of termination of the contract on

the part of the Coal Company, on the ground that the Steel

Company had made a breach by refusing to receive coal ten-

dered in accordance with the terms of the contract. The

Steel Company claim that they have made no breach of the

contract because the coal tendered after November 1st, 1906,

was not coal conteinplated by the contract, or in accordance

with its spirit and express provisions.

26. Of the coal rejected by the Steel Company between

November last and November 9th, 1906, 153 cars were taken

back by the Coal Company, and I have its ultimate distribu-

tion before me. But the entire quantity delivered, which

exceeded 4 per cent, of sulphur in the analysis, amounted to

264 cars, or 4,347 tons. The S i Company retained of this

sufficient for the purpose of ex ive tests. .About i.oootons

were coked, and the coke analyzed and found to be wholly

unsuitable for blast furnaces. Samples on an extensive scale,

and as I find, in a fair manner, were selected by a representa-

tive nf McCreath. Pitt-burg, from .1 number of cars in groups



of four ami analytical tests made, and a number of these

sample? were forwarded, by express, to McCreath's, of Penn-

sylvania, experienced and eminent analysts, and the results of

the tests proven before me. Briefly the result showed that

the average of all groups of coal from \o. 6 was: Ash. 15.63,

and sulphui , 6.03. Of all coal thus delivered from Xo. 4. the

average of ash was 9.42, sulphur 4.57. The analysis of coal

delivered from the Phelan seam in KJ05. and the first half oi

1906 was, for raw coal, unwashed, an average of about 2.3 sul-

phur and about 7 per cent. ash. Washed, the average of

sulphur was about 1.6 per cent., and ash a little under 5 \».t

cent. Coke produced from this washed coal had an average

of 1.4 in sulphur, and a little less than 6 per cent, in ash.

Something like 1,000 tons of the coal delivered between sample ora

November ist and 9th was placed in a pile in their yard by stained

the Steel Company for personal inspection by experts, and it

remained there until the trial. I find, therefore, that the

Coal Company delivered during those eight days in November,

1906, over 4,000 tons of coal entirely unfit for metallurgical FindinKs

purposes, and but a very small quantity of which could have d^uveneB"

been used in that period for other purposes, and the balance

delivered, a little over 6,000 tons, while accepted by the Steel

Company, was quite insufficient for the purposes of making

coke and effectively running the gas producers in their dai'y

operation during that period, nnd the Steel Company was cor--

pelled to close their blast furnaces in the early days of ti.e

month.

This constitutes, I think, a fair narrative of the proved

facts up to the 9th of November, when the defendant com-

pany declared the contract at an end. There are a few

specific facts in controversy, however, upon which it is neces-

sary I should make a finding before proceeding to apply the

law.

1st The plaintiffs raised the issue that No. 6 was not on Findinir.

the Phelan seam, and it was not on the Phelan seam as under- phei.-m s^am

stood by the Steel Company when the contract was made. I

think the defendants proved that it was on the Phelan seam

as conclusively as a purely geological question can be estab-

lished, and I find that No. 6 and its workings are on the Phelan

seam.
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2nd. The plaintiffs also raised the question that the coal

mined at No. 6 was, owing to its excess of ash and sulphur,

not commercial coal or fit for any ordinary purpose for which

coal is used. The defendant Company, by a great number of

witnesses and by many tests, which I regard as conclusive,

established that No. 6 coal was fit for steam purposes and

capable of being consumed in grates and furnaces. I there-

fore find that coal from No. 6 pit vas commercial coal, though

from its greatly larger percentage of ash and sulphur, inferior

in general quality to other coal from the Phelan seam mined

by the Coal Company.

3rd. The defendants hardly contested that the coal from

No. 6 mine was wholly unfit for metallurgical purposes, and

impossible for use in making iron and steel, under conditions

now existing in the world. I find that No. 6 coal was unfit

for metallurgical purposes, and could not be used for coke-

making or gas producers on their plant. If no other coal

could be provided, the plant would have to close.

4th. I have now another question of fact to find which ;s

not altogether free from difficulty. Was the coal tendered by

the Coal Company, between November ist and 9th, " reason-

ably free from stone and shale" as required by the con;=>ct?

The evidence for the defendants is that all the coal from No. 6

tendered was mined according to the best requirements of

mining, and passed over the picking belt, which was of as

hig' a standard at No. 6 as in ihe case of any coal mines in the

Pre ince, and witnesses familiar with the coal trade defined

"run-of-mine coal reasonably free from stone and shale," as coal

taken from the mine and after passing over the picking belt,

put on cars for transportation, and this is what was done with

the coal delivered from No. 6. But witnesses for the Steel Com-

pany testified that this coal from No. 6 was characterized by

laminations or bands of metallic substance, sulphurous in its

nature, which ran through it and permeated it in all directions.

Those' who examined the specimen lot, and those who in-

spected the rejected car loads declared that on breaking lumps

of this coal, these layers of pyritical material could be seen

running through it. It was proved, also, by several careful

tests, that a carload of this coal weighed eight or ten per cent,

more than a carload of coal from the other mines of the

14
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'^V.elan seam. Experts also testified that the excess of ash M^r^'j;*^.

and sulphur indicated the presence of foreign matter which
"

would come under the designation of intone and shale. Mr.

Poole, an experienced coal authority, and a scientific man,

said that the term " stone " was geneiic und covers all mineral

material other than the mineral to be i;otten from the mine.

It ..-as also testified by those who examined the coal an.l

its laminations that no process of picking on the picking belt

could possibly eliminate all this matter because it would be

move or less concealed in the interior of the lumps of coal.

Unfortunately the Coal Company did not produce much evi-

dence to aid" me in respect of the actual character of tins

rejected coal. They proved it had passed the picking belt

with eight men or the belt to pick out stone and shale, but

they did not produce any witnesses who had examined the lot

of coal which the Steel Company had kept in its grounds for

inspection. They did produce two witnesses who had passed

over the 153 cars of coal taken back by the Coal Company, coal

after rejection. One, Mr. Wanklyn, the vice-president of the

Coal Company, did not even go over the cars, but looked at the

coal on them, and said it looked all right. The other, Mr.

Drummond, walked over the cars and looked at it carefully,

and said it seemed to him to be in good condition, and that

he did not observe any stone shale in it in excess of what

is found in other coals used in Nova Scotia. His only exam-

ination, however, was by the eye. On cross-examination, he

said he observed sulphur in the coal, possibly to the extent of

two or three per cent., and an expert declared that coal which

showed three per cent, of sulphur on inspection by the eye,

would indicate a larger percentage present. Mr. Drummond

als . said that he did not, in his inspection, break up any of

thi umps for fuller examination. A number of persons who

saw the piles of rejected coal in the Steel Company's grounds,

declared that it was not reasonably free from stone and shale.

In fairness it must be stated that some of those who examined

it. saw it only after it had been exposed for some months,

which would of course deteriorate its character, but would

not. it seems to me, materially affect the quantities of impuri-

ties in it. After carefully weighing all the evidence, while T

find this coal was carefully mined and picked on the belt, I

cannot find under the evidence that it was reasonably free Find ng

15
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from stone and shale. I think the weight of evidence is that

it was not.

5th. The Coal Company proved, and if the fact has any

significance it should appear, that they received a price much

larger than $1.24 per ton for run-of-mine coal supplied under

a large contract with the Intercolonial Railway at the time

the contract with the Steel Company was made.

6th. I need scarcely find that the directors of the Coal

Company were fully aware of the purposes for which the coal

to be supplied under the contract was to be used, because this

appears clearly on the face of the c /ntract.

7th. The output of the Coal Company for 1906 was

3,548,037 tons. The total output from the pits on the Phelan

seam' other than No. 6 was 2,677,931 tons. The requirement

demand of the Steel Company for August, September, October

and November, 1906, was 80,000 tons. The production of the

Coal Company for those months from mines on the Phelan

seam other than No. 6, was for August, 249.367 tons; for

September, 239,546 tons; for October, 243.816 tons, and for

November, 228,923 tons.

8th. The weight of evidence seems to be that the Steel

Company could have used 80,000 tons in August, September,

October and November, 1906. Less was used even with the other

coal purchased, but the works were not operated to their full

capacity.

9th. When the Coal Company declared the contract at an

end. November 9th, and ceased supplying coal under the con-

tract, the Steel works were temporarily closed until coal could

be secured from other places in Nova Scotia at an increased

cost. Among the coal secured from other mines in Nova

Scotia was some which was as objectionable in point of sul-

phur percentage as the coal rejected by the Steel Company in

November. But this coal was not used for making coke or

operating the gas producers. Later, a temporary contract

was made between the Steel and Coal Company, pending the

determination of this suit, under which the Coal Company

furnish selected coal at a price much in excess of the price

16
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agreed upon in the contract of October 20tli, 1903, ami tlie

works are in full operation under this arrangement.

loth. It was contended on the part of the Coal Company l>. livery

that as a certain quantity of coal for steam producing purposes if f,,r«uaiii

was required each month by the Steel Company, the supply P'-h"-'*-'

of a large quantity of coal between November ist and 9th, fit

for such purposes should be taken as a delivery of this quality

of coal for the month. I have no difficulty in finding that no

such interpretation can be placed on this action. The Steel Com-

pany required at that time to use over 2,500 tons per day, more

than ninety per cent, of which must be used for coke-making

and operating the gas producers. To deliver in a few days all

the steam making coal and omit the delivery of coal suitable

for metallurgical purposes would be to close the works. The

Steel Company has no place to store any such quantity of

coal as the Coal Company knew. Such a system of delivery

would be contrary :;o the spirit of tl-° contract and contrary to

the steady practice under .vhich the eontract had been oper-

ated. The delivery of this large quantity of No. 6 coal,

between November ist and 9th, can only be supported on the

assumption that the contract does not call for coal suitable for

metallurgical purposes.

nth. The evidence before me made it very plain that coal

seams in Nova Scotia, and, indeed, in all parts of the world,

vary in quality and coal taken from one part of a seam differs

materially, both chemically and otherwise, from coal taken

from other parts of the same seam.

Variability
of seam*

I2th. The consequence of the action of the Steel Company
in rejecting unsuitable coal, between the ist and 9th Novem-

ber, is a legal question and must ultimately be determined upon

legal principles; it is, however, proper that I should say that

the action of the Steel Company was clearly with no intention

of terminating the contract. The contract was of the greatest

possible value to the Steel Company and they have every motive

to desire to continue the contract in operation. If the refusal

to take unsuitable coal between the ist and 9th November was

clearly a breach of the contract, they must submit to the legal

consequences, but certainly the refusal was not made with any

desire or intention on the part of the Steel Company to ter-

minate the contract.

s *l c
didr
inten
cance/
contraL.
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13111. The contract of October 20th, 1903, was assigned to

the National Trust Company, which is trustee of the bond-

holders of the Steel Company, and notice of this transfer was

given to the President of the Coal Company by the National

Trust Company, on November 27th, 1903. The object of the

assip.mcnt, so far as I could form an opinion, was to enable

the Trust Company, as trustees for the bondholders, to carry

on the operation of the steel plant in case of default made by

the Comps ly in paying th interest on the bonds. No default

has been made. The National Trust Company are joined with

the Steel Company as plaiiitiflfs in this action and it was

strenuously urged' before me that judgment must be given

against one of these plaintiffs, and I was asked to dismiss the

action against one of them. I did not feel at liberty to do this.

Practically the Steel Company are the plaintiffs in this action,

and. being in possession of their property and operating the

works without default, they are the parties immediately

affected by the alleged breach of contract by the defendants.

I think, however, that the National Trust Company ha 1 a right

to be joined in the action, as hereafter, in case of default, they

would be called upon to operate the plant in the interests of

the bondholders and would thus have very great interest in

having the contract upheld. I also felt that the Trust Com-

pany had a right to see that the contract was not broken or

impaired by any collusion on the part of the Steel Company

with the Coal Company, or by any undue or improper action

on the part of the Steel Company itself.

14th. It may be mentioned that all these contracts, includ-

ing the one under consideration, have been ratified and con-

firmed by the Legislature of Nova Scotia, oy special act. The

effect of this legislation, as I conceive it, is to make it impossi-

ble for either of the parties to deny the existence or validity of

the contract itself. I do not conceive that this legislation

would affect the conditions under which a breach of the con-

tract by either of the parties could be made or the consequences

which a breach would involve. It may be mentioned, however,

that it was contended by the Steel Company that in adopting

the policy of confirming this contract by special legislation, the

law making power in Nova Scotia had indicated its sense of

the importance of the contract from a public point of view,

which might perhaps have some bearing upon the conditions
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ami circumstances under which it could be terminated by

either of the parties.

irth. Evidence was tendered to me of what passed
J^;^;^^^^^. ,^^

between LJie Steel and C -al Companies in negotiations whieh „„,,.v„i.„.e

led to the con. -t of October 20th, 1903- a"'l ''''»" e<)ntraei>

submitted by attorneys of both sides were tendered in evidence

to show the nature of the negotiations between the parties. 1

felt that under the English authorities I was bound to refuse

to receive this evidence. In the case of Inglui vs. Butt, n,

(L. R. 3 A. C. 552). Lord Ulackburn places the whole suiiject

so clearly in his very lucid and able judgment in the House of

Lords, that I think the matter can remain no longer in doubt

that it is not admissible to consider the " communings" of the

parties prior to the making of a contract. The contract itself

must be taken to embody the ultimate conclusions of the

parties. I therefore rejected this evidence, and if I was wrong

in this regard, it will be necessary to have fresh evidence taken

upon the subject, because if this evidence and the exhibi*-

tendered are admitted, the plaintiffs must necessarily be oflfercd

an opportunity for meeting or explainmg any inferences that

might be drawn from such evi''ence.

It is proper to mention that I have had the benefit of

exceedingly able and exhaustive arguments by Mr. Lovett,

K.C.. for the Coal Company, and Mr. Nesbitt, K.C., for the

Steel Company.

I think I have dealt with the essential facts and it only

remains to apply the law.

The Coal Company contends that the contract defines in

definite and explicit terms the quality of coal it is required

to deliver, and therefore nothing in the way of implication can

be read into it. Cases are cited in support of the doctrine

authoritativelv established by the English courts, that when

the parties to a contract have fixed and declared in express

terms the matters and things to be performed, then it is not

proper to go outside the ordinary grammatical sense of the

words used. Hence they say that the contract now under

consideration in clause 3 has explicitly defined the class of

coal which thev are required to furnish, namely, "freshly-

mined run-of-m'ine coal, reasonably free from stone and shale,

»9
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and from such seams as may be designated by the Steel Com-

pany." As the seam so designated by the Steel Company was

the Phelan seam, the Coal Company literally and exactly com-

plied with the conditions between November ist and 9th, by

supplying freshly-mined run-of-mine coal from the Phelan

seam reasonably free from stone and shale.

They argue that the price under the contract is low, and it

cannot be inferred that the Coal Company was to assume the

risk of suitability. Put concisely, the Coal Company con-

tends that, provided they have complied with the literal terms

of clause 3 of the contract, they are not concerned whether the

coal delivered is fit for metallurgical purposes or not.

Apart from the fact that I have not been able to find the

coal delivered between November ist and 9th, and rejected by

the Steel Company, was reasonably free from stone and shale,

I cannot accept as a sound legal proposition the contention of

the Coal Company that the bald words of the contract govern.

As I read the English decisions on mntracts, I think a broader

view has been adopted in interpretation. In giving effect to a

contract, written or oral, the Court looks at the situation of the

contracting parties, in order to give a rational interpretation

of the real object aimed at. In the words of Bowen, L. J.,

The Moorcock, L. R., 14 P. D. 68, the object of the courts is

" to give efficiency to the transaction and to prevent such a

failure of consideration as cannot have been in the contem-

plation of the parties."

Here we have a steel company, operating a large plant,

entering into a contract with an adjacent coal company, not

for the mere purchase of coal as coal, but for the purchase of

coal for operating an iron and steel-making plant. The

first clause in the contract :
" The said Coal Company, from its

mines in Cape Breton Co.. ^ cr than those lying north and

west of Sydney Harbor will . ipply ... all the coal that

Steel Company may require for use in its works as hereinafter

described—namely, the blast furnaces, the coking ovens, the

steel furnaces, the rolling mills, incidentally gas producers,

kilns, ovens, foundries, etc., mines and quarries, steam vessels

of Steel Company operated for its own re(|uirements. . . .

switching engines at its mines and (|uarries, etc."

to
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This I regard as the basis of the contract, namely, the

purchase of coal to operate a steel plant ami its accessories.

The second clause which provides for delivery, has

perhaps no very great bearing on the issue, except that ui

providing for delivery it declares that the coal intended " for

use in the works of the Steel Company shall be delivered m
cars on sidings where recpiired by the Steel Company, con-

nected with the main line of railway of the Coal Company"

;

and it provides likewise that " bunker coal and coal for mines

and quarries elsewhere than Sydney shall be delivered to the

Steel Company at any shipping pier," etc. It seems to me a

reasonable inference that the parties understood that a part

of the coal, and the largest part, was intended for use in the

works of the Steel Company.

The third clause defines the kind of coal to be furnished,

a sort of specification which must always be read, it seems to

me, in connection with the object of the contract as defined

in clause i. It also seems to me to come exactly within the

rule laid down by the Ld. Ch. J. in Ogdcn vs. Xilson, 1903. 2

K. B. 297. "Where parties have a contract, which contains a

variety of stipulations and is silent as to others, no stipulation

or agreement which is not expressed shall be implied unless it

is necessary to give the transaction the efficacy which both

parties must have intended."

In this case, it is clear to me. that the exact and only thing Intent-n

the parties intended was that coal should be furnished to operate

an iron and steel plant. I think also the express provisions

of clause 3 come strictly and easily within the doctrine laid

down by Lord Herschcll, in Dnimmond vs. Van Inghen, 12

A. C. 284. He adopts the language of Willes J. in a former

case.
•' The doctrine that an express provision excludes impli-

cation, does not aflfect the case in which the express provision

appears on the true construction of the contract to have been

superadded for the benefit of the buyer."

It appear* to me clear that the heart of the contract, or to Ktf«-tof

use the words of an eminent English judge, "the spirit that -1»"«-

breathes through the contract." is coal for iron and steel-

making. The specification in clause 3. seems to have been
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added for the benefit of the buyer, and it seems to mc to '•ead

in efTect as follows: •' You are to uirnish me with coal to laake

steel and iron and run my plant. The supreme factor of this

is the absence of sulphur and ash and, therefore, to guarantee

me against inferior deliveries for this purpose, you must give

me freshly-mined coal, not banked coal, run-of-mine coal, not

slack coal, reasonably free from stone and shale, and from

such seams as I may think are best adapted for such iron-

making."

But to say that because these specifications are added for

the benefit of the buyer they dispense with the need of fur-

nishing coal suitable for operating the iron and steel plant,

seems to me to be the exact antithesis of what Bowen, L. J.,

has declared the objects of courts, namely : "To give efficacy

to the transaction and prevent such a failure of consideration

as cannot have been in the contemplation of the parties." The

parties here contemplated and have expressly said so, that the

contract was a coaling contract for a steel plant. Would it

be rational to hold that the specifications of clause 3 are to be

interpreted as destroying the primary object of the contract

and permitting the Coal Company to furnish, by a literal

adherence to the specifications, coal which will not make iron

or steel?

The Coal Company claim that the doctrine of Chanter rs.

Hopkins, 4 M. & W., 399, applies because there is a specific

definition of quality which excludes all variation. In this

case the defendant ordered a smoke-consuming furnace for

use in his brewery. The plaintiff sent him one, the only

smoke-consuming furnace available at that time, and although

it proved of no value, the Court held defendant would have to

pay for it. But in that case. Lord Abinger says
:

" If the

terms of the contract were proposed by the plaintiff himself,

such as,
'

I will send you one of my smoke-consuming furnaces

which shall suit your brewery,' in such case it would be a war-

ranty that it would suit the brewery." Baron Parke, in

another case, illustrated the ditTcrence between the specific

and the case where there was range of choice. He said
:

" If

I go to a man and say to him, '
I want you to send me a riding-

horse from your stable,' and he has several horses, he is bound

to see that I get what I want, namely, a riding-horse, and one

32



that is suitable ; but if I go to tlu' same man and say. ' I want

the bay horse from the third rail for riding/ 1 am bound to

take it."

Applying the doctrine of these two cases, it seems to me
^j^^^^l^^l

that the provisions of this contract do not imply a specific

limitation, but leave a complete range of choice. Here js a

contract to supplv coal for a particular purpose, namely, oper-

ating a steel plant. It must be freshly-mined and run-of-mine.

It must be reasonably free from stone and shale, and it must

be from the Phelan seam, but it must also be fit for steel-

making. " You must give me coal to operate my steel works

and you must give it from a certain seam, and prepared in a

certain way, but it must be coal for making steel. Whenever

you can get such coal out of the Phelan seam, it must be fur-

nished me. If some coal in the Phelan seam will make steel

and some will not, then, as our contract is for coal to operate

our works, you must furnish from the Phelan seam coal which

will operate my works."
•„ t ia, t t

I cannot see any other interpretation which will fulfil U. J.

Bower, s supreme definition that the object of the courts is " to

give efficacy to the transaction and prevent such a failur» of

consideration as cannot havt been within the contemplation of

the parties."

The fourth clause provides that so long as the Coal Com- ^^';;^'> J^

panv should be willing and ready to supply coal for the Stee fron.CoalCo.

Company, all coal required by the latter should be purchased

from the Coal Company to the amounts agreed to be supplied.

Thi. plainly means that the Steel Company is to purchase

exclusively' from the Coal Company so long as the latter is

ready to supply it.

Clause q provides that the Steel Company shall not sell
^^;;'J„t ',;„

or transfer to aiiv r .on or corporation any of the coal del.v- thecal

erc.l to it under' this agreement, except with the consent .11

writing of the Coal Company, unless the Coal Company

refuses to repurchase the coal at the price of $1.00 per ton on

said sidings. I interpret this to mean that unless with the

consent of the Coal Company, the Steel Company cannot sell

a ton of coal purchased from the Coal Company.
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Here we find a company manufacturing iron and steel on

a large scale, seeking coal to operate their plant. We fii.J a

coal company, knowing this object, which appears plainly on

every page of the contract, undertaking to furnish them with

coal. Can it be possibly held that this contract, in any aspect,

is fulfilled by furnishing coal wholly unfit for making iron or

steel ? Under the terms of the contract the Steel Company is

not permitted to purchase coal from any other company, and

is not permitted to sell a pound of coal so obtained to any

person except to the Coal Company at $i.oo a ton. Can a

court say that this contract means that the Coal Company
can deliver to the Steel Company coal from No. 6 mine to the

full extent of th? demands of the contract from which they

could not smelt a pound of iron or make a pound of steel, could

not sell a ton of such coal, nor purchase from another company

a ton of coal at a higher rate? Would such an interpretation

" give efficacy to the transaction," or would it " result in such a

failure of consideration as cannot have been in the contem-

plation of the parties"?

The contract ii elf contains many provisions which seem

to me to conclusively negative any such literal interpretation

as would nullify its obvious intention. Provision is made in

the contract that after four years the Coal Company should be

at liberty to furnish slack coal instead of run-of-mine, but this

is accompanied with a proviso that it should be " suitable" for

steel-making and to make the matter absolutely clear " suit-

able " is defined in the following terms: "The slack coal 50

supplied, when properly washed by the Steel Company shall

not contain a per centum of impurities, to wit : ash and sulphur

appreciably greater than the per centum of impurities in the

same coal of run-of-mine grade when crushed and washed in

the same manner."

What meaning must I give to the requirement that this

slack shall not contain a percentage of ash and sulphur appre-

ciably greater than in the same coal of run-of-mine grade when

crushed and washed in the same manner for unc in steel and

coke-making, u:id for blast furnace cuke? Do not these words

underscored plainly intimate tiiat " making steel and coke f^r

blast furnaces " was the ])rimary and supreme object of the

contract? Can it be rationally held that, while the Coal Com-

pany, if they furnish slack, must have it so free from ash and

14
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sulphur that it can be used for iron or steel-making, and equal

in this regard to run-of-mine coal, but that run-of-niinc coal, to

which it must be equal, need not be fit for metallurgical pur-

poses ?

Again, under the terms of the contract the Steel Com- J^^'^f^"""

pany is to erect and operate a coal washing plant, the object tow»f.hoo»i

being to eliminate a portion of the impurities in the coal as it

comes from the mine. Can I reasonably hold that the Steel

Company is called to bear the expense of washing coal, which

no washing plant would be effective to remove the impurities

and make it coal fit for metallurgical purposes?

If the mere furnishing of run-of-mine coal from the Phelan ^ ^j 00,1

scam which has passed the picking belt is a fulfilment of the '«"" No. h

contract then all the coal can be furnished from No. 6. and no

operation of the works is possible.

On behalf of the Coal Company, it was con.<;nded that the if co»i chatgw

coal from the Phelan seam might either deteriorate below the
J^fJ^^JfJ/,'"'"*

conditions of metallurgical coal, or that part of it which is

metallurgical might become exhausted, in which case an

onerous burden would be imposed upoi. the Coal Company.

What relief the courts would be able to give in eitl.or of these

contingencies happening, I am not called upon at this time to

say. But no such contingencies have happened, or are in

sight.

During November. 1906. the Coal Company produced Produ.tioi,

from the mines on the Phelan se?" her than No. 6, 228,000
^(."."'{i'ij

tons, and although some part c lutput of No. 4 might

have been unsuitable for making this would nc
: :

judge,

liave been greater than was necessary for steam purposes. The

demands of the Steel Company was for .So.ooo tons, leaving a

surplus for commercial sales of 148.000. It was urged by the

Coal Company that to have supplied from those mines the full

requirements of the Steel Company would have unduly dimin-

ished their sales to other parties at more remunerative prices.

I have no doubt this is the fact. But I do not consider that 1

am at liberty to consider this in giving effect to the contract.

The parties made their bargain. The Coal Company agreed

10 furnish coal up to the requirements of the blast furnaces.
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suitable, as I conceive, for the requirements of iron and steel-

making. They bad tbe coal available for this purpose. They

refused to furnish it and delivered instead coal absolutely

unsuitable for i.on and steel-making. Am ' to say it is an

answer to this breach that they could make nore money by

selling to some other persons?

I may incidentally refer to a number of English cases

which bear more or less directly on the point at issue, although

I conceive that the case rests in the end upon the large prin-

ciple of interpretation of contracts to which I have referred

already, but a number of English cases appear in which the

broad interpretation of contracts has been upheld, which have

some bearing on the point.

The earliest is ioixs vs. Brujhf, 5 Bingham, 533. riio

plaintitif purchased from the warehouse of defendant.copper for

sheathing a ship. Defendant knew the purpose for which it

was to be used, and said :
" I will supply you well." Copper

had some df-fect, the nature of which was not proved, and only

lasted four months, average duration four years. Held plaintifT

entitled to recover damages for the breach. Best, C.J.. " If

a man sells an article, he thereby warrants that it is merchani-

ahle. that it is for some purpose. If he sells it for a particular

puri)ose. he thereby varrants it tit for that purpose."

M,nl]i vs. Gnfjsoii, \.. K., 4 Ex. 49. This was a sale of

gray shirtings, according to sample, each piece to weigh seven

pounds. Goods accepted according to sample and of the

correct weight, but afterwards discovered that the weight was

made up of china clay. Held that the selling by sample

included only that part of the warranty which could be judged

by the sample. The remark.s of Willes, J., in giving judgment

in this case, seemed t.i nie to have a great significance :is

applied to the facts of the case under consideration. He says

:

•• The rule of law entitling a purchaser in an ordinary com-

mercial bargain for a supply of goods, not specific or agreed

n|*on at the time, but described generally as of a designated

sort, to receive merchantable goods of that sort, is founded

upon the obvious inference, from the character of the transac-

tion, that the parties are dealing not for the mere semblance

.>r shadow of the thing designated. ))ut for tlie tiling itself, as
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commonly understoo 1 in commerce with the essential qualities

which make it worth buying to a person who wants an article

of that description."

Drummond vs. Van Inghen, 12 A. C. 284. in this case Dnunmoml
— - .. VM Van InK^ien

cloth was sold by sample for coatings, purpose known to seller.

Cloth delivered equal to sample in weight and defects existed

in sample, but were latent. Hela not in compliance with

contract. The case was taken to the House of Lords and

Lord McNaughton, in his judgment uses these words: "A
manufacturer who agrees to supply goods to order, knowing

the purpose for which they are required, thereby impliedly

undertakes to supply goods fit for the purpose in view."

In Jones vs. Just, 3 Q.B. 197, Mellor, J., says : "In every con- J™- v" J""

tract to supply goods of a specified description, the goods must

not only in fact answer to the specified description, but must

also be saleable or merchantable under that description."

Waller vs. Srhillizz,, .7 C. B. 618: A. bought of !'.. Cal- Waiu^v«

cutta linseed tale quale. He' 1 contract not satisfied by deliver-

ing linseed coming from Calcutta, which contained so large a

mixture of other inferior seeds as to lose the distinctive char-

acter of Calcutta linseed.

Applying these words to this case, it seems to me that the

contract is not satisfied by supplying coal from the Phelan

seam freshly-mined, etc., which contains so large a percentage

of sulphur and ash as to lose the distinctive character of metal-

lurgical coal.

/nfl/w vs. Buttery, 3 A. C. 552: In this case the party

agreed to make repairs on a ship according to specifications

which fully set forth the class of repairs intended

to be made, and the contract generally dealt with

repairs. The contractor did some new work, and claimed it

should be paid for extra. But the contract declared that the

object of the repairs and changes was to obtain for the ship

registration at Lloyds as Ai. and the new work was necessary

for this purpose. The court held that this was tlio essential

'~->*urc of the contract, and as the contractor had agreed to

put the ship in condition to be registered .\i. at Lloyds, every-
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thing necessary for this, the supreme object of the contract.

must be done.

Contract

Kxpren
Co»l to Iw
suitable

Breach by
Coal Co.

I think, as a matter of law, that the contract of October

20th, on its face, is a contract to supply coal to the Steel Com-

pany for the purpose of operating an iron and steel plant. I

do not have to read into it any implications. I have only to

make the necessary and inevitable deduction that coal to

operate an iron and steel plant, must be coal with which such

a plant can be operated, for the object and purpose of the coal

contracted for is expressly stated in the contract. Between

November ist and 9th, the Coal Company furnished m large

quantities coal not reasonably free from stone and shale, and

incapable of operating an iron and steel plant, and while they

were mining plenty of coal fit for such purpose, they failed to

furnish sufficient quantity of such coal to meet the require-

ments of the contract. The Coal Company thereby com-

mitted a breach of the contract, and are responsible to the

Steel Company for all the loss and damage which result from

this breach. I think the Steel Company was justified in refusing

to take in large quantities of the unsuitable coal furnished by

the Coal Company between November 1st and November 9th,

and that such refusal did not constitute a breach of the con-

tract, and I think the contract is in full force.

R.iuedies
.\Haet>Hinent

i)f daiiiagxs

AS TO REMEDIES.

1. As to the failure to supply sufficient coal during

.^ ugust, September and October, I think a referee should be

r.ppointed who should ascertain how much coal it was neces-

sary for the Steel Company to purchase in those three months

-0 operate their works, and the cost of such coal delivered at

their works, and the difference between such cost and the

contract price, $1.24, should be paid by the Coal Company to

the Steel Company.

The referee should also enquire into the question of any

damages which the Steel Company sustained by reason of non-

delivery of sufficient coal in .\ugust, September and October,

apart from the additional cost of coal.

2. The referee should also enquire into the cost of coal

obtained by the Steel Company, since November ist, over

and above the contract price, $1.24. and all sums paid in excess
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of $1.24 should be repaid by the Coal Company to the Steel

""'Tin November, in consequence of the failure of the Cc.l

Company to deliver to the Steel Company sufficient coal .un-

able for 'he operation of its works, the works were suspended

The referee should ascertain the actual loss and damage wlm

the Steel Company sustained by this temporary suspension ot

work.

1 think the contract of October 20th. .903. >« still in open.- c^«J.™ct^^^

tion. and in my judgment the best mdeed. the °r.ly t-

remedy in this case, is the issuing of a decree reqm....g the

Co^l Company to perform the terms of the agreement,

am not unaware of 'the difficulties which such a -urse n.gh

nossibly involve, but I think the co.rt has ample power to

See sich a d'ecree by the appointment of a -ce.ver
_^

any ^^^
attempt was made to evade performance. To award damages

?or a period so long as the term during which this contrac is

to be in force, seems to me an undesirable remedy from every

point of view.

1, therefore, direct that after the damages sustained up to ..„,«,

the date of the reference are determined by the referee, an

orde' pass, requiring the Coal Company to pay -ch '

--f/^
and thereafter to specifically carry out the terms of the contract

according to the true tenor thereof.

September 16th. 1907.
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